The success of an Electrocardiogram (ECG) Decision Support System (DSS) requires the use of an optimum machine learning approach. For this purpose, this paper investigates the use of three feedforward neural networks; the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), the Radial Basic Function Network (RBF), and the Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) for recognition of normal and abnormal heartbeats. Feature sets were based on ECG morphology and Discrete Wavelet Transformer (DWT) coefficients. Then, a correlation between features was applied. After that, networks were configured and consequently used for the ECG classification. Next, with respect to the performance criteria fixed by the DSS users, a comparative study between them was deduced. Results show that for classifying the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database signals, the RBF (ACC = 99.9%) was retained as the most accurate network, the PNN (Tr_ttime = 0.070 s) as the rapidest network in the training stage and the MLP (Test_time = 0.096 s) as the rapidest network in testing stage.
Today, making a good decision from an amount of data has become a hard mission in various fields such as industrial, economic, medical, and many others (Brans and Mareschal, 1994) . Therefore, for few decades, computers have been used to develop powerful Decision Support Systems (DSS) (Ponomariov et al., 2017) which resolve complex models and deliver fast and accurate results. For example, in medical area, the use of DSS has become a requirement since doctors have to predict immediately the appropriate medical decision corresponding to a huge quantity of heterogeneous data. In fact, the doctors are frequently analyzing long waveforms such as the Encephalograms (EEG), the Electromyograms (EMG), the Electrocardiograms (ECG), and otherwise (Reilly and Lee, 2010; Isa et al., 2013) . However, up to now, there have been doctors who are identifying manually the irregularities. Consequently, this approach is considered as a limited method since it is tedious, time consuming, and sometimes uncertain. As a result, the percentage of death in numerous medical services is constantly rising, mainly in Cardio Vascular Service where cardiologists usually make decision especially through analyzing ECG signals (De Chazel et al., 2004; Celin and Vasanth, 2017) . In fact, any disorder in its characteristics or any change in its morphological pattern is an indication of cardiac arrhythmia. Thus, the development of DSS supports them to identify these abnormalities and subsequently to apply the appropriate treatment. Hence, many computer researchers have proposed several Machine Learning (ML) approaches for building DSS. These approaches are categorized in artificial intelligence area where they apply a self-learning without being explicitly programmed (Kotsiantis et al., 2007) . These ML approaches are recently executed to classify ECG abnormalities (Sonawane et al., 2013) . So, among the most widely used ML classification approaches, we found the Fuzzy Logic (Ozbay et al., 2006) , the Neuro-Fuzzy Networks (Benali et al., 2010; Haihua et al., 2015) , the Support Vector Machine (Kohli et al., 2010) , the Genetic Algorithms (Martis and Chakraborty, 2011) , and the Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) (Che Soh et al., 2014) . By the way, referring to literature, ANNs are among the most implemented on ECG arrhythmia classification (Kelwade and Salankar, 2015; Berkaya et al., 2018) , since they are consistent in giving accurate results (Silipo and Marchesi, 1998) .
There are different types of ANNs, such as feedforward backpropagation neural networks (Matul Imah et al., 2013; Erkaymaz et al., 2017; Savalia et al., 2017) , recurrent networks (Rather et al., 2015) , convolutional neural networks (Kiranyaz et al., 2015) , Hopfield networks (Li et al., 2016) , etc. Even so, selecting the appropriate ANN for a classification task is still a research topic.
On this subject, we focus on the preparation of a DSS, to classify ECG recordings into normal and pathological class. Accordingly, three different feedforward ANNs, which are the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) (Rafiq et al., 2001) , the Radial Basic Function Network (RBF) (Zhao and Li, 2017) , and the Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) (Mao et al., 2000) are applied. We aim mostly to prepare the DSS to choose automatically the appropriate ANN structure, with respect to the users' criteria. Consequently, while taking into account the accuracy (ACC), the time classification (Time_re-sponse), and the Mean Square Error (MSE), we have evaluated for each ANN, its optimum structure (MLP_ opt, RBF_opt, and PNN_opt). Then, a comparative study between them is reached. After that, according to the demanded users' criteria, the DSS chooses the appropriate optimum ANN structure. This paper is organized as follows. In "Materials and methods" section, the proposed arrhythmia classification methodology is described. In this section, we begin by presenting the arrhythmia database MIT-BIH. Then, we present the feature extraction as well as the used feedforward artificial neural networks. Next, we detail the experiments and results in "Experiments and results" section. In "Discussion" section, a comparative study is discussed. Finally, a conclusion is reached.
Materials and methods

Overview
In order to prepare a DSS which classifies ECG signals into normal and abnormal class, we have followed the entire methodology described in the following block diagram (Figure 1 ). The block diagram includes two main stages which are Pre-processing and Neural Network arrhythmia classification. The first stage deals with the MIT-BIH ECG recordings pre-processing (Silva and Moody, 2014) . In fact, Discrete Wavelet Transformer (DWT) coefficients and morphological features were extracted. Then, a correlation method is applied to select the most pertinent features. After that, the selected features are normalized and scaled to identify the input dataset. However, the second stage consists on the Neural Network Arrhythmia classification. This stage is based on the use of three feedforward ANN, as machine learning classifier, which are the MLP, the RBF, and the Probabilistic PNN.
In this work, we focus mostly on the second stage. Therefore, according to the flow chart described in Figure 2 , the input dataset is divided into two datasets used for training and testing the ANNs. The division respects the Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) recommendations (De Chazel et al., 2004) . In addition, according to Figure 2, structural and parametric studies are done in order to select the three optimum structures (MLP_ opt, RBF_opt, and PNN_opt). Therefore, during these two studies, each ANN is trained and tested many times. Thus, several structures are obtained. Among them, the optimum one is which achieves the highest ACC, the fast Time_response, and the lowest MSE. But, when the obtained accuracies are equals, the ANN structure which has the fast Time_response is selected as the optimum one. Whereas, when both of the accuracies and time responses are equals, the optimum ANN structure is one which has the lowest MSE. After obtaining the optimum structures (MLP_ opt, RBF_opt, and PNN_opt), a comparison study between them is investigated, according to the number of hidden neurons, ACC, Time_response, and MSE. Then, DSS chooses one of the optimum structures with respect to the users' performance criteria. In fact, users might demand the DSS either to choose the ANN structure where decision time has got priority over decision accuracy, either to choose the most accurate ANN and no matter how rapid the network, or to choose automatically the structure without any requirements. In this case, the DSS chooses the most accurate network.
The evaluation performances, used to evaluate the three ANNs, are described in the following equations:
where NCC is the number of correctly classified inputs vector, N is the number of inputs vector, Tr_time is the training time, and Test_time is the testing time.
MITBIH arrhythmia database
The standard arrhythmia database MIT-BIH was used in this study. It contains 48 records of heartbeats at 360 Hz for approximately 30 min of 47 different patients. Each record has two ECG leads (lead A and lead B) which are depending on the electrodes configuration on the patient's body. The database includes approximately 109,000 beat labels. In addition, it contains 25 normal records, 19 abnormal records, and 4 paced beats records (102, 104, 107, and 217) which were excluded in this study. Therefore, we have only treated the first minute of 44 ECG samples where those with arrhythmia can be interpreted as "1" and the other without arrhythmia can be interpreted as "0" (Silva and Moody, 2014) .
Feature extraction
The classification stage of ECG waveforms requires the extraction of the corresponding features (Alfarhan et al., 2017) . In fact, the ECG waveform, as it is shown in Figure 3 , consists of three basic waves P, QRS, and T waves and sometimes U wave. Indeed, P wave arises due to the atrial depolarization, QRS complex represents the ventricular depolarization, and T wave arises due to the repolarization of the ventricle (De Chazel et al., 2004) . In this study, morphological and time frequency features are extracted (Lassoued and Ketata, 2017; Lassoued and Ketata, 2018) . On the first hand, we have applied two MATLAB toolbox which are the waveform Database software Package (WFDB toolbox) (Silva and Moody, 2014) and the ECG-kit (Demski and Llamedo, 2016) to extract the morphological characteristics. Thus, we have identified for each ECG recording, peak values (P, Q, R, S and T), the standard deviation of time duration between waves (P-R, P-T, S-T, Q-T, Q-R-S, and R-R) and the mean and the standard deviation of the heart rate values (Lassoued and Ketata, 2017; Lassoued and Ketata, 2018) . On the second hand, we have returned, for each ECG signal, the details and approximations coefficients of the discrete wavelet transformer (DWT) of the mother wavelet Daubechiesb6 (db6), with eight decompositions. Accordingly, we have considered their arithmetic mean, variance, and standard deviation. Finally, we have collected for each ECG record, a total of 62 features consisting of 48 DWT coefficients and 14 morphological characteristics (Lassoued and Ketata, 2017; Lassoued and Ketata, 2018) .
Feature normalization
Although normalization is not necessary for MLP and RBF networks, it is recommended for PNN. So, for a fair comparison between the three different ANNs (MLP, RBF, and PNN), we have applied the WEKA Min-Max normalization function to standardize all features at the same level (Yadav et al., 2014; Jain et al., 2017) , as it is shown in Equation (3). By applying this equation, all the component of the input feature vector are normalized and rescaled in the interval [0, 1]:
where X min and X max are the minimum and the maximum values for one feature, respectively. X nor is the normalized feature vector and X is the original feature vector.
Feature selection
The ACC of the classifier depends on several factors, such as the quality and the size of the input feature vectors. Thus, feature selection stage is required in order to use the most pertinent features and also to reduce the feature vectors size. For this purpose, we have applied the WEKA selection function "Correlation Attribute Eval" (Savic et al., 2017) . This function evaluates features by measuring the correlation between the feature and the corresponding class (normal or abnormal). In this study, we have considered only the attributes having a correlation ranking up to 0.300. Therefore, the size of the input matrix becomes (10 × 44) instead of (62 × 44). Table 1 describes the degree of correlation for the 10 selected features.
Feed forward artificial neural networks
The ANN is inspired from the biological neural networks functioning. They are distinguished by their ability to identify nonlinear relationships between data, without the need to understand the nature of the phenomena (Dalvi et al., 2016) . Regarding the feed forward ANN, they are familiar by the aptitude Figure 3 : Normal ECG recording.
of their neurons in the input layer to feed their output, through the hidden layer, until the output layer. In fact, whatever the feed forward ANN, the number of neurons in the input layers is adjusted to the number of variables in the input vector. The number of neurons in the output layer is appropriate for the number of classes. The number of neurons in hidden layer depends on the classification problem.
The following equation defines how the neurons compute their outputs:
where O is the neuron's output, N is the number of inputs, x i , w i are the input variable and its corresponding weight, respectively.
In this work, we have focused on three feedforward neural networks, which are the MLP, RBF, and PNN. In the following sub sections, each ANN is explained in details.
MLP network
The MLP consists of an input layer, one or more hidden layers followed by an output layer. MLP uses the backpropagation algorithm for training data. In fact, it begins the training with random weight values and calculates the output value from a set of records for which the expected output value is known. The weights are transferred to the next level via the activation functions. The below equation shows how the output of the MLP (Yi) can be computed (Khan and Jabbar, 2009) :
where w ij is the corresponding weight for the input j in the layer I, m is the number of inputs in the previous layer, f is the activation function, and Y i is the output of the layer. Figure 4 illustrates a MLP network structure.
RBF
Radial basis function network consists also of three layers: an input layer, one hidden radial basis layer, and an output linear layer. It is known by its hidden layer which contains a set of radial basic functions, which are symmetrical and centered at each input feature. They are similar to normal distribution curves. Each neuron in the hidden layer computes the distance between the input vector and its own center. The calculated distance is transformed using the basis function and the result is the output from the neuron. Then, this later is multiplied by a weighting value and fed into the output layer. Finally, the output layer with its linear activation function acts to sum the outputs of the previous layer and yields a final output value for each class (Seshagiri and Khalil, 2000) . Figure 5 illustrates a RBF network structure.
The output neuron y k (x) is as follows: where y k is the output for the class k, w kj is the associated weigh for the result of the hidden neurons j corresponding to the class k, φ is the radial function, (µ, δ ) are its center and its width, respectively, l is the number of hidden neurons, x is a vector of input data. Accordingly, to configure the RBF network, the choice of the radial basis function as well as the estimation of its centers and its widths is the main challenge.
PNN
PNN consists of four layers: an input layer, one hidden layer, a summation layer, and an output layer. The input layer contains N neurons corresponding to N features. The second layer consists of Gaussian functions for each exemplar feature vector. The third layer consists of the summation layer which sums the output of the hidden layer neurons belonging to the same class. The output of each summation unit is proportional to the Probability Density Function (PDF) of the corresponding class. The fourth layer consists of a competitive output layer that picks the maximum value of its inputs and returns the corresponding class associated to this maximum.
The PNN network for K classes is defined as it is shown in the below equation (Farhidzadeh, 2015) :
The PNN classifies x into k class when the following condition is true:
where n j represents the number of features in class j, j Î 6 [1, .., M], M is the number of classes, ||x j,i − x|| 2 is calculated as the sum of squares, x is any input feature vector, x j,i is the i feature of a training feature vector belonging to class j, σ is the smoothing parameter (Spread) which has to be selected in order to minimize the estimated PDF error. Figure 6 illustrates a PNN network structure.
Similarities and difference between networks Table 2 presents a comparison study which illustrates the similarities and the differences between the three networks (MLP, RBF, and PNN), regarding structural and parametric criteria.
Experiments and results
All of the experiments were conducted by MATLAB R2015.a, on a 64-bit Windows 10 with 64 GB memory and 3.4 GHz I7 CPU. Indeed, we have performed an arrhythmia classification task using three feedforward neural networks (MLP, RBF, and PNN). For each network, we have prepared its own configuration in order to obtain its optimum structure. Then, a comparative study between the three obtained optimum structures (MLP_opt, RBF_opt, and PNN_opt) is done.
MLP configuration
In this section, we aim to configure the optimum structure MLP_opt. Therefore, structural and parametric studies are prepared. 
MLP structure
In the structural study, first, we have evaluated the impact of the number of hidden layers as well as that of neurons per each hidden layer. Second, we have studied the impact of the learning algorithm. Whereas for the transfer function, after a test and trial study, we have selected the tangent sigmoid and linear activation functions for the hidden and output layers, respectively.
• Hidden layer
In order to evaluate the performances of the MLP, we have varied the number of hidden layers from 1 to 2 and the number of neurons in the hidden layer from 5 to 25. The results are shown in Table 3 .
First, by using the MLP with a single hidden layer, the highest ACC reached an ACC of 86.4%. Whereas, by adding a second hidden layer, the most accurate MLP achieves 81.8%. Therefore, it is not necessary to use an MLP with two hidden layers in this classification task. Second, when the number of neurons in the single hidden layer is small, for example 5, the ACC (72.7%) is the lowest and the MSE (0.026) is the highest. Thus, the ACC increases with the increasing number to some extent. Indeed, when the number reaches 15 neurons in the single hidden layer, the ACC is stacked in 81.8% and does not improve anymore.
Third, we have concluded that as long as the network has less number of hidden neurons, the network is considered fast. In fact, by adding neurons in the hidden layer, the learning time increases (0.221 s up to 0.406 s) and the test time decreases (0.026 s up to 0.013 s). As a result, we have kept the MLP structure (10, 10, 1) which has 10 neurons in the input layer, 10 hidden neurons, and a neurons in the output layer. By using this structure, we have obtained 86.4% as ACC, a MSE equals to 0.094, a Tr_time equals to (0.222 s), and a test_time equals to (0.024 s).
• Training algorithm
In this section, we have used two categories of learning algorithms based on the principle of backpropagation to evaluate the performances of the saved MLP structure (10, 10, 1). Indeed, the first category uses Jacobian derivatives algorithms which include Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation (trainlm) and Bayesian regularization backpropagation (trainbr) algorithms. While the second category uses gradient derivatives which contains several algorithms. However, in this study, we have chosen some of them which are the Scaled Conjugate Gradient backpropagation (trainscg), Gradient Descent with Adaptive learning rate backpropagation (traingda), Resilient Backpropagation (trainrp), Gradient Descent with momentum and Adaptive learning rate backpropagation (traingdx), BFGS quasi-Newton backpropagation (trainbfg), Conjugate gradient backpropagation with Powell-Beale restarts (traincgb). The obtained results are shown in Table 4 .
Regarding ACC, the MLP network achieves the highest ACC of 86.4% by applying the following algorithms: "trainlm," "trainscg," "trainrp," and "trainbfg." However, concerning time response, the Jacobian derivatives algorithms are faster than those of the gradient derivatives. In fact, the slowest learning time is given by the algorithm trainLM (0.222 s). In addition, relating to efficiency, the gradient derivatives algorithms generate more efficient results in terms of MSE (0.073) compared to the results obtained using the Jacobian derivatives algorithms (0.094). As a result, we have chosen the trainrp algorithm since it generates a maximum ACC (86.4%), a minimum MSE value (0.073), a Tr_time (0.294 s), and a Test_ time (0.096 s).
MLP parameters
At this point, we have to determine the values of the parameters corresponding to the saved MLP structure which applies the training algorithm trainrp. In fact, trainrp uses the coefficient Δ _Inc to increment the weight change and the coefficient Δ _Dec to decrement the change of weight. Therefore, we have to adjust the learning rate Lr, Δ _Inc and Δ _Dec. So, in this study, we have fixed 1.2 and 0.5 as the values of Δ _Inc and Δ _Dec, respectively. However, we have modified the values of the learning rate Lr in the range of [0, 1] as it is described in Table 5 . Referring to Table 5 , whatever the Lr, we have obtained the same ACC and approximately the same time response. Therefore, we have chosen the Lr value equals to 0.1, as we have obtained the lowest MSE (0.064). Hence, the MLP_opt is the structure which has a single hidden layer with 10 neurons and applies the trainrp learning algorithm. Its parameters, Lr, Δ _Inc, and Δ _Dec are maintained to 0.1, 1.2, and 0.5, respectively.
RBF network configuration
In this section, we aim to configure the optimum structure RBF_opt. Therefore, structural and parametric studies are analyzed.
RBF structure
In the structural study, on the first side, we have evaluated the impact of the number of hidden neurons in the single hidden layer. On the second side, we have studied the choice of the basis function and its impact on the RBF performances.
We have evaluated the RBF network by varying the number of neurons in the hidden layer from 5 to 25 as mentioned in Table 6 .
Referring to Table 6 , it can be seen that the ACC increases with the increasing number of neurons in the single hidden layer. Therefore, ACC improves from 54.5% up to 99.9%. Moreover, the MSE is becoming closer to zero (2.411e-30 to 0.204). However, the Tr_time increases from 0.380 s to 0.699. Besides, the Test time is almost the same (on average 0.015) regardless of the number of neurons in the hidden layer. Hence, we have chosen the RBF network which achieves the highest ACC of 99.9% and the lowest MSE (1.266e-30) by using 20 hidden neurons.
• RBF activation function
In this section, we have evaluated the saved RBF structure (10, 20, 1) by using several types of radial basic functions, such as the Bihararmonic, Multiquadric, Inverse Multiquadric, Thin Spline, and Gaussian (Buhmann, 2000) . Table 7 summarizes all the results for the different basic functions.
Based on the results obtained in Table 7 , since we have obtained the same ACC as well as the Time_re-sponse (on averge 0.661 s), we have kept the radial func- tion which accords the lowest MSE (0.250e-30). Thus, the Inverse_multiquadratic function is chosen. This basic function is presented in Equation (10) (Farhidzadeh, 2015) . Where f is the basic function, µ is the center, δ is the width (or the spread), and x is the input vector. This function computes the Euclidean distance (||.||) between the interpolation centers and the input vectors:
RBF parameters
We have chosen the RBF network which has 10 neurons in the input layer, 20 neurons in the hidden layer and 1 neuron in the output layer. This network applies the inverse multi quadratic as the basic function in the hidden layer. Therefore, we have to learn the centers µ and the spreads δ as well as the weights from the hidden to the output layer. Regarding centers µ, they are chosen randomly from the training set. Regarding weights, they are computed by the backpropagation algorithm. However, we have to learn the spreads δ values. In Table 8 , we have summarized the RBF performances by changing the spread values. We have obtained the same ACC (99.9%), Time_ response (0.662 s on average), and the same MSE (0.250 e-30), whatever the value of the spread parameter. However, we have obtained different Test_time results. So, by referring to the fastest one (0.121 s), we have chosen the spread value 10. As a result, the optimum structure RBF_opt (10, 20, and 1) uses the inverse quadratic radial functions which its center is calculated randomly, its spread value is 10 and its weights are computed using the backpropagation algorithm. This network achieves the highest ACC (99.9%), a MSE close to zero, and a significant test time (0.121 s).
PNN network configuration
In this section, we aim to configure the optimum structure PNN_opt. Therefore, structural and parametric studies are investigated. 
PNN structure
For the PNN network structure, we have studied the impact of the number of hidden neurons in the single hidden layer. However, for the standard PNN network, the number of neurons in the hidden layer is always equal to the number of examples in the training dataset. Indeed, in this study, the input matrix is of size (10 × 22). Therefore, the PNN generates 22 neurons in the hidden layer. Results obtained are summarized in Table 9 . Actually, we have obtained an overall ACC (79.5%) with a MSE of 0.162. Tr_time is processed for 0.081 s and the Test_time is processed in 0.218 s.
PNN parameters
For the PNN, the spread parameter has to be adjusted. Then, we have simulated the PNN with different range in [0.1, 10] of spread parameter. As a result, the value of spread parameter that ensures the best ACC, the least MSE and the speediest classification time response, is chosen. Results are summarized in Table 10 .
Referring to the results obtained in Table 10 , we have remarked that whatever the spread value, we have obtained same ACC, MSE, and Test_time. Accordingly, it is clear that the PNN network is not influenced by the choice of the spread parameter. We have chosen the value 1 of the spread parameter, since we have obtained the shortest learning time (0.070 s). As a result, the optimum structure PNN_opt (10, 22, and 1) with a spread value is equal to 1. This network achieves the highest ACC (79.5%), a MSE (0.162), and a significant Tr_time (0.070 s).
Discussion
In this section, two comparative studies are analyzed. The first study aims to compare the optimum structures (MLP_opt, RBF_opt, and PNN_opt) performances. However, the second study aims to compare the proposed work with other related works.
Comparative study between the three optimum structures
After configuring each type of ANN, three optimum networks (MLP_opt, RBF_opt, and PNN_opt) were obtained. Subsequently, the DSS will select one of them according to the criteria demanded by the users. Indeed, users may demand either an accurate response regardless of the classification Time_re-sponse, or a fast response regardless of the decision accuracy. Hence, a comparative study between the three optimum structures is required. Therefore, as it is mentioned in Table 11 , a comparison study between them in terms of the number of hidden neurons, ACC, MSE, and Time_response (Tr_time and Test_time) is reached.
Thus, referring to Table 11 , all the optimum ANNs have good performances on classifying ECG records into normal and arrhythmia class. However, each network has its advantages and its drawbacks. In the first hand, concerning ACC, it is revealed that RBF network achieves the highest ACC of 99.9% followed by MLP_opt network (86.7%) and PNN (79.5%). In the second hand, regarding the number of hidden nodes, we have obtained 10, 20, and 22, Hence, according to the users' criteria, the DSS will choose one of the optimum structures. In fact, it will select RBF_opt, if experts want an accurate response regardless of the classification time_re-sponse. However, if users want a fast response, DSS will select MLP_opt (Test_time = 0.007 s). Whereas, when users have a huge dataset, it is required to choose PNN_opt since it consumes the lowest learning time (Tr_time = 0.06 s).
Comparative study with related works
In order to evaluate the efficiency of this work, a second comparative study with related works, is prepared. Therefore, Table 12 yields a summary of arrhythmia classification studies using Feed Forward ANN as a machine learning model, to classify ECG signals into two classes (normal and abnormal). Thus, we have compared the classification accuracies of the optimum structures (MLP_opt, RBF_opt, and PNN_opt) with those reported in literature.
Based on the results in Table 12 , the classification accuracies are effective to the tune of about 99.9 to 82.5% ACC. Therefore, the obtained accuracies (99.9, 86.5, and 79.5%) are considered acceptable. However, comparing only the accuracies of the feed forward ANN classifiers is not sufficient to make a fair comparison. In fact, it is necessary to highlight several factors, such as the choice of the database and the number of recording analyzed.
Indeed, according to the Table 12 , the ECG arrhythmia database MIT_BIH was adopted by all the studies, except (Rai et al., 2013; Savalia et al., 2017) who have added to MIT_BIH recordings the ECG signals from NSR database. It is also found that each study analyzed the different number and recording time of ECG signals. Besides, each study has (Buhmann, 2000; Rai et al., 2013; Dalvi et al., 2016; Savalia et al., 2017) and many others. Similarly, for feature selection, many methods are employed like the Principal component analysis (PCA) (Dalvi et al., 2016) , the correlation method (our proposed work) and others. However, there are works which do not use any method for feature selection (Buhmann, 2000) and also for normalization (Savalia et al., 2017) . Other point, each study has divided the input dataset into two sets, for training and testing, by using different approaches. For our proposed work, we have respected the AAMI recommendations, while (Abhinav-Vishwa et al., 2011) has chosen its own datasets and (Savalia et al., 2017) has applied the cross validation division.
Conclusion
This work is as a guide for the DSS to choose the appropriate ANN. For that, three feed forward ANNs (MLP, RBF, and PNN) were evaluated to classify ECG signals into normal and arrhythmia class. In fact, we have used the first minute of ECG recording from MIT-BIH database. In addition, we have extracted the morphological and the DWT coefficients features. Then, a correlation method was applied to select the most pertinent features. These later were normalized and scaled to identify the input vector for the three ANNs. After that, for each network, structural and parametric studies were investigated. Consequently, three optimum networks (MLP_opt, RBF_opt, and PNN_opt) were obtained. Then, a comparative study between them is realized. Therefore, it proves that RBF is the most accurate network since it achieved (ACC = 99.9%), while the MLP had the fast testing response as it reached the lowest Test_time (0.096 s) and the PNN had the fast training response since it attained the lowest Tr_time (0.070 s). At the end, on the basis of the acquired ACC, we did a comparative study between the proposed work and other related works in the literature. Hence, although not executing the same ECG arrhythmia classification methodology, the obtained optimum structures (MLP_opt, RBF_ opt, and PNN_opt), were considered as acceptable networks with 86.8, 99.9, and 79.1% accuracy, respectively. 
